Trailers for
storage &
deployment of
temporary
power cable
When planning your site
specific needs for disaster
response, portable auxillary
power is a key element to
insure your facility is ready
for any emergency.
Insuring that your
personnel has the tools to get
the power from the generator
to the plant is vital. How will
they get the right power cable
to the right location? How will
you store the cable to
maintain your readiness?
Coalmont offers the
solution for both your
deployment and storage
needs. As the supplier of
power cable trailers for the
SAFER FLEX response
centers in Tennessee and
Arizona, we have proven
products for the specific
needs of a disaster response
program.
In addition to the standard
designs supplied for the
Regional Response Centers,
Coalmont can customize a
trailer for your specific facility
needs. Our in-house
customization and
fabrication, we can design
and build a trailer with the
number of cable spools,
length of cables, cable type,
and footprint required for your
specific challenge.
Contact us today to get a
proposal for your trailer.
 2015 Coalmont Electrical Development.
All rights reserved.
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Temporary Power Cable Trailer

SAFER
. 480 CABLE TRAILER
.
.
Coalmont
offers
.
response Centers
.

the basic 480V trailer we supplied for the SAFER
in Phoenix and Memphis. The standard design
provides storage on 20 reels for cables up to 100’ long. The original
trailers were shipped with TPC color coded connectors.

SAFER 4160 CABLE TRAILER
Coalmont offers the 4160 cable trailer we supplied for the SAFER
Response Centers in Phoenix and Memphis. The standard design
provides high reel capacity of multiple lengths of cable with lug
connectors.

CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS
Coalmont can work with you to modify an existing design or create a
new design to meet your site specific needs. We fabricate the entire
trailer in house. That gives us the flexibility to build reels of almost any
capacity, change the number of reel or add storage.
All of Coalmont trailers have durable powder coated finishes. The color
and graphics can be customized for your program.
SPOOL & UNSPOOL POWER ASSIST
Most designs can incorporate our power assist spooling and
unspooling design. Power assisted spool winding makes the process of
winding and unwinding large amounts of cable less physically demanding
and saves time.
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